
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES

PROMOTES COLLABORATION, 
COMMUNICATION, DELEGATION, 

LATERAL THINKING AND INNOVATION

REMOTE TEAM BUILDING 
AND TEAM BONDING

PURPOSE DRIVEN.
EFFECTIVE. FUN.

PLAY FROM 
YOUR  HOME
OFFICE!



TEAM BUILDING
AND TEAM BONDING
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Purpose Driven. Effective. Fun.



*Escape rooms do not always entail “escaping 
the room”.   
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AFTERAFTER

AFTER

We recommend that each team member has at least one computer 
(with the Zoom app installed) and smartphone available.  Dual 
monitor set-up or multiple devices (tablets, etc.) are ideal but not 
necessary. We also recommend closing previously opened browsers on 
your devices, so you can start your mission with a blank slate!



THE CASE OF THE
BOARDROOM BANDIT

*Excludes intro and optional Team-Building Skills Seminar or After Action Review.

The Premise
Your beloved boss, billionaire MB 
Lemons, is being framed for IP theft!  
Can you nd the bandit, their revenge-
seeking accomplice, and the 
accomplice’s motive in time?

Roles 
Each team will appoint team members, based on their strengths, to the 
following roles (visit www.mbindustries.co/roles for more info):

Team Leader:

Oversight Officer:

Liaison (2+ teams only):

Subject Matter Experts:

has the ability to speak with MB’s Head Admin and liaisons 
from other teams to receive guidance and exchange ideas. 
Strengths: communication skills, assertiveness

responsible for sifting through and digesting information. 
Strengths: lateral thinking, deductive reasoning

keeps group organized by categorizing items and keeping 
channels of communication open. Strengths: Systematic and 
strategic planning, organization skills
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When your group consists of 2 or more teams, 
you can colloborate/consult with other teams via 
your liaisons AND compete for the fastest time!

Collaborate and Compete
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Prior to your remote adventure*,  we hold a crash course on positive 
team dynamics and how they relate to our activity. This skills 
workshop covers communication, executive presence and 
leadership, delegation and strength utilization, conflict 
resolution, organization, and critical reasoning and 
problem solving.  It will become readily apparent during the escape 
activity that your team must implement these skills 
efeffectively in order to be successful!

Following the activity, we conduct an After-Action Review where we 
direct self and team evaluations, lead discussion on  what went well and 
what went awry, and identify team strengths and focused areas for 
improvement. 

*Our Team-Building Skills Seminar is optional, but we highly recommend it (especially if 
members of your team have not yet participated in an escape activity).



ESCAPE ROOM EXPERIENCES 
FOR THE WHOLE TEAM

267.544.SAGE (7243)
help@SageEscapeRoom.com
www.SageEscapeRoom.com
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